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Welcome you to use by zhongshan K-mate General Electronics Co.,Ltd this section 
vehicle which designs for you carries FM launcher AT1800, in uses in front of this product, 
please in detail reads the textbook handbook. 

 

一、Aboat AT1800 

AT1800 is section specially is iPod the Nano III player design vehicle carries the FM 
launcher，May receive through its you the Nano III on music transmission to any FM。This 
product conformity numeral frequency modulation and the phase-lock link technology, 
provided stable and the perfect acoustic fidelity. This product simultaneously has the 
infrared remote control, may realize the long-distance control to iPod. 

This product may automatically to the Nano III charge, you not need to carry does 
not need the extra battery charger. 

 

二、Diagram 

Note: The picture and the material object have the difference, please take material 

object as。

                
The launcher ： 

1 < Key：Frequency backlash 
2 LCD (Frequency demonstration) 
3 > Key：Frequency advance 
4  Infrared receive window 
5 Cigar head 
6 iPod Nano III 

 

    

 

Remote control： 

7 Emission of infrared radiation window 
8 < Key：Frequency backlash 
9 > Key：Frequency advance 
10  Key: Previous tune 
11  Key：Suspension/restoration 
12  Key：Next tune 
13 Vol–Key：Volume reduction 
14 Vol + Key：Volume increase 
 

三、Turns on the launcher 

A FM launcher insertion automobile smoke (DC 12V) center, AT1800 can automatically 
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opening machine. 
 

四、Strats to use 

   1 First turns on your radio, adjusts the radio to seek a section continual quite to be 
broad also not the frequency band which takes, and finally establishes the radio frequency 
among this spatial frequency band。For example searches to 90.1 - 93.5MHz this 
frequency band between does not have the broadcasting station, then transfers to the 
radio frequency 91.5MHz。 

   2 Nano III player insertion launcher in。 

   3 Transfers to the frequency the launcher frequency which the radio established a 
moment ago。 

   4 Broadcasts the music on the Nano III player。 

 

五、Launcher Control 

Function Operation 

Broadcast music Broadcasts on the player 
The frequency spot 
reduces 0.1MHz 

Short according to launcher on  < key 
 

The frequency spot 
elevates 0.1MHz 

Short according to launcher on  > key 
 

Frequency continuously 
reduces 

Holds down on the launcher on  < key，After arrives the 
request frequency to release the pressed key 

Frequency continuously 
elevates 

Holds down on the launcher on  > key，After arrives the 
request frequency to release the pressed key 

六、Remote control long-distance control 
Attention: When use, please aims at the remote control emission of infrared radiation 
window the vehicle to carry on the FM launcher the infrared receive window, and 
guarantees the remote control to be away from in the scope in the effective operation. 

 

Function Operation 

频点降低 0.1MHz 短按遥控器上的 < 键 

频点升高 0.1MHz 短按遥控器上的 > 键 

频点连续降低 按住遥控器上的 < 键，到达要求的频点后释放按键 

频点连续升高 按住遥控器上的 > 键，到达要求的频点后释放按键 

上一曲 短按遥控器上的 键 

下一曲 短按遥控器上的 键 

暂停/恢复播放 短按遥控器上的 键 

音量减少 短按遥控器上的 Vol–键 
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音量增加 短按遥控器上的 Vol+键 

  

七 Maintenance 

When use below, please read the suggestion to be helpful to you observes the 
maintenance provision, and lengthens the product the service life. 
● The maintenance product is dry, not will put on the moist place, in order to avoid 
influence product internal circuit. 
● Do not lay aside the product in the sun exposes to the sun shoots or the temperature high place. 
The high temperature can reduce the electronic part the service life, causes certain plastic 
part distortions. 
● Do not put the product on the cold place, in order to avoid damage internal circuit 
board. 
● Do not attempt to disassemble the product. If the layman, possibly can damage the 
product. 
● Do not drop, the intense vibration, with the hardware hit product, in order to avoid can 
damage the internal circuit. 
●Do not use the fierce chemical product, the cleanser clean product. 
● Do not use the sharp body randomly to delimit on the product surface, in order to 
avoid damage outer covering and influence outward appearance. 

 
If the product cannot the normal work, please deliver it to yours qualified service 
organization, the staff can warm-heartedly help you to solve the problem. 
 

 

 

八 FAQs 

1 The back is luminous but LCD not to have the demonstration. 
 

  Answers：After is idle has not broadcast a music approximately minute, LCD can the 
automatic shut-off. This time, so long as again broadcasts the music or has other 
operations, LCD can reopen. 
2 When broadcast has other sound disturbances. 
 

Answers：a Please guarantee the current hypothesis the frequency spot not to have 
other active the broadcasting station, otherwise reestablishes a frequency spot. 
            b Please guarantee nearby the launcher not to have other electronic 
installations. 
3 Does not have the music. 
 

   Answers：a Please guarantee the player to broadcast the music. 
           b Guarantees between the player and the launcher contacts good. 
             c Please guarantee the radio the frequency with the launcher frequency is 
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consistent. 
Changes or modifications not expressly approved by the party responsible 

for compliance could void the user's authority to operate the equipment 
Note: This device complies with Part 15 of the FCC Rules. Operation is subject to the 
following two conditions: 
(1) This device may not cause harmful interference, and (2) this device must accept any 
interference received, including interference that may cause undesired operation. 
 

 

 

 

 

 


